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ABSTRACT

• Many users of Sigmafine are accustomed to using industry standard reports as a
means of presenting reconciled data. This is often done to support financial or
governmental reporting. How though can Sigmafine be extended beyond its
fundamental role to support other important business groups or processes within
an organization? In addition, how can the publishing of reconciled data be
extended for more effective use within an organization?

• The Phillips 66 Billings Refinery will present an overview of how the value of
Sigmafine’s reconciled data is being increased within their refinery.
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INTRODUCTION

• Phillips 66 is a global energy company.
– Headquarters in Houston Texas.
– 14,000 employees.
– $48.7 billion of assets as of Dec. 31, 2014.
– Businesses include – Midstream, Chemicals, Refining, and Marketing.
– One of the largest refiners in North America and the world.

• 14 refineries.
• 2.17 million barrels per day of Net Crude Throughput Capacity.

• Phillips 66 Billings, MT Refinery.
– High complexity refinery.
– 59,000 barrels per day of Net Crude Throughput Capacity.
– 300+ employees.
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OUTLINE

• Fundamental use of Sigmafine at Phillips 66.
• Extended use of Sigmafine at the P66 Billings Refinery.

– Sigmafine capabilities.
– Publishing data.
– Examples.
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FUNDAMENTAL USE OF SIGMAFINE AT PHILLIPS 66

• Increase the quality of plant data to ensure accurate financial reporting.
• Result of this effort – Industry Standard Reports.

– Inventory Reports.
– Sales / Receipts Reports.
– FTZ Reports.
– “Charge & Yield” Report.
– Etc…
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FUNDAMENTAL USE OF SIGMAFINE AT PHILLIPS 66

• Increase the quality of plant data to ensure accurate financial reporting.
• Result of this effort – Industry Standard Reports

– Inventory Reports
– Sales / Receipts Reports
– FTZ Reports
– “Charge & Yield” Report
– Etc…

• But how do we move beyond that so Operations, Engineering, and Planning also
benefit from Sigmafine data?
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES

• First step in moving beyond the fundamentals was to explore Sigmafine’s
true capabilities.

• May not need to use some capabilities but always beneficial to at least
know they are available for use if necessary.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES

• First step in moving beyond the fundamentals was to explore Sigmafine’s
true capabilities.

• May not need to use some capabilities but always beneficial to at least
know they are available for use if necessary.

– Can be compared to learning Microsoft Excel capabilities.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES

• First step in moving beyond the fundamentals was to explore Sigmafine’s
true capabilities.

• May not need to use some capabilities but always beneficial to at least
know they are available for use if necessary.

– Can be compared to learning spreadsheet capabilities.
– Capability increases as extended functionality is learned.

• Formatting.
• Charting.
• Formulas.
• Pivot Tables.
• Solver.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES

Understanding Sigmafine capabilities.
• Data References.
• Analyses.
• Layers.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
DATA REFERENCES

• Table Lookup.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
DATA REFERENCES

• Table Lookup
• Example of simple 

lookup.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
DATA REFERENCES

• Table Lookup.
• Example of 

aggregation functions.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
DATA REFERENCES

• Table Lookup.
• Example WHERE 

Clause.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
DATA REFERENCES

• Table Lookup.
• Example WHERE 

Clause.
• Result = Allows 

Sigmafine to utilize 
much larger and richer 
table data sources.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
DATA REFERENCES

• Formula.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
DATA REFERENCES

• Formula.
• Many are accustomed 

to using the formula 
editor to retrieve 
attribute values and 
then perform a 
calculation.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
DATA REFERENCES

• Formula.
• Many are accustomed 

to using the formula 
editor to retrieve 
attribute values and 
then perform a 
calculation.

• NEXT STEP – Bring 
many formulas 
together in an element 
to solve a new 
problem.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
DATA REFERENCES

• Formula.
• Example–Coke Burn.

– 1 element.
– 3 Table Lookups.
– 12 PI Points.
– 21 Formulas.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
DATA REFERENCES

• Formula.
• Example–Coke Burn.

– 1 element.
– 3 Table Lookups.
– 12 PI Points.
– 21 Formulas.

• Result = Allows 
Sigmafine to solve 
complex problems 
or processes.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
DATA REFERENCES

• Sigmafine Data Reference.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
DATA REFERENCES

• Sigmafine Data Reference.
• Problem – Flow meter orifices may be operating at a different temperature,

pressure or density than designed.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
DATA REFERENCES

• Sigmafine Data Reference.
• Problem – Flow meter orifices may be operating at a different temperature,

pressure or density than designed.
• Solution – Meter compensation (Currently, this may be done in the DCS, 

Data Historian, not at all - or a mixture of all the above).
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
DATA REFERENCES

• Sigmafine Data Reference.
• Problem – Flow meter orifices may be operating at a different temperature,

pressure or density than designed.
• Solution – Meter compensation (Currently, this may be done in the DCS, 

Data Historian, not at all - or a mixture of all the above).
• Good to know how to do this in Sigmafine in case it is the solution of 

choice.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
DATA REFERENCES

• Sigmafine Data Reference.
• Basic steps.

– Elicit help from Engineering.
– Obtain flow orifice original design data.
– Use the UOM Data Reference to convert PI value to “Actual” flow.
– Use the Sigmafine Data Reference to convert the “Actual” flow to “Compensated” flow.
– Validate results.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
DATA REFERENCES

• Sigmafine Data Reference.
• Result -

– You now have a working example of meter compensation for future use.
– Engineering now knows Sigmafine is capable of doing meter compensation.
– Engineering trusts the results because they were part of the process.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
DATA REFERENCES

• Analyses.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
DATA REFERENCES

• Analyses.
• Important to move beyond the SF 3.xx concept of only one model and one

type of balance/analysis.
– May choose different types of analyses.
– Analyses may be used to cover different time periods and frequencies.
– Analyses may be used to balance different portions of a model.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
DATA REFERENCES

• Examples of different 
analyses used in the 
Billings Refinery.

• Works in conjunction 
with layers.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
LAYERS

• Single layer adds simplicity.
• Multiple layers can add extensibility.

– “The use of multiple layers in a model is optional. However, working with two or more
layers adds considerable flexibility to the operation of the model.“ – Sigmafine Reference
Manual (pg. 94)
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
LAYERS

• At Billings we have
broken each unit into
it’s own layer.

• An analysis can then 
be assigned to use 
only certain layers.

• Gives us sub-modeling 
capability.

• Balance portions of 
the plant, which is 
often a request by the 
plant engineers.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
PUBLISHING

• Publishing is a critical step in extending Sigmafine.
– No one else can really benefit from our reconciliation unless you can give them the results

in a form they can readily use.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
PUBLISHING

• Publishing is a critical step in extending Sigmafine.
– No one else can really benefit from our reconciliation unless you can give them the results

in a form they can readily use.

• Billings makes extensive use of the SQL Access – Publish to PI feature.
– Any attribute from any element can be setup to send it’s value to PI.
– Then available to all (Engineers, Optimization, etc…) using PI-Data Link (Excel).
– Then available to all for trending.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
PUBLISHING

• Another powerful option is to build a web service.
• At P66, we now:

– Export reconciled data to SQL.
– Access reconciled data with a Web Service using the REST and Odata Protocol.
– Retrieve Odata using Power Query for Excel.
– Gives all users full capability to query and transform data to perfectly suit their needs.

• Makes data “self-serve”.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
PUBLISHING

• Odata allows for the query to be embedded into a URL.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
PUBLISHING

• Power Query then allows multiple
transformations to be performed on
that data.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
EXAMPLES

• So how might all these capabilities be harnessed to bring real world value?
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
EXAMPLES

• So how might all these capabilities be harnessed to bring real world value?
• P66 Billings Refinery has found many uses:

– Energy intensity can be calculated across the entire refinery daily.
– Forecasting software capability can be enhanced as we demonstrated last year.
– Model “backcasting” tools can be built.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
EXAMPLES

• So how might all these capabilities be harnessed to bring real world value?
• P66 Billings Refinery has found many uses:

– Energy intensity can be calculated across the entire refinery daily.
– Forecasting software capability can be enhanced as we demonstrated last year.
– Model “backcasting” tools can be built.

• Rather than covering each example briefly, let’s look at a single example in
depth…
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
EXAMPLES

1. We perform a Mass Balance Analysis of the entire refinery.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
EXAMPLES

1. We perform a Mass Balance Analysis of the entire refinery.
2. We perform a Composition Tracking Analysis of the entire refinery.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
EXAMPLES

1. We perform a Mass Balance Analysis of the entire refinery.
2. We perform a Composition Tracking Analysis of the entire refinery.
3. We export the results from both analyses using SQL-Access.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
EXAMPLES

1. We perform a Mass Balance Analysis of the entire refinery.
2. We perform a Composition Tracking Analysis of the entire refinery.
3. We export the results from both analyses using SQL-Access.
4. We then retrieve selected reconciled information via Odata and import

into SF as tables.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
EXAMPLES

1. We perform a Mass Balance Analysis of the entire refinery.
2. We perform a Composition Tracking Analysis of the entire refinery.
3. We export the results from both analyses using SQL-Access.
4. We then retrieve selected reconciled information via Odata and import

into SF as tables.
5. Finally, we build specialized elements to retrieve this data in the context of

a case.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
EXAMPLES

1. We perform a Mass Balance Analysis of the entire refinery.
2. We perform a Composition Tracking Analysis of the entire refinery.
3. We export the results from both analyses using SQL-Access.
4. We then retrieve selected reconciled information via Odata and import

into SF as tables.
5. Finally, we build specialized elements to retrieve this data in the context of

a case.
6. The RESULT . . .
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
EXAMPLES

• Based on crude 
compositioning, we 
can daily report to PI 
the volume of each 
crude being charged to 
the crude units.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
EXAMPLES

• Then we built special 
elements that have 
nested children 
elements to read a 
table of crude assay 
information.

• Following slide shows 
the details of this type 
of parent/child 
element approach.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
EXAMPLES

• Finally we use these 
combined sources of 
information to predict 
the qualities of many 
process streams 
based on crude assays 
and reconciled data.

– API.
– Sulfur.
– TAN.
– Asphaltenes.
– Conradson Carbon.
– Etc…
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
EXAMPLES

• Using the same 
approach, we have 
found that SF can use 
spreadsheet based 
submodels just like 
LPs can.

• Gives us the ability to 
display predicted 
values right next to 
reconciled values and 
then publish to PI.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
EXAMPLES
• One more thing that has proved valuable for our organization is AF Relative PI Displays.
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EXTENDING SIGMAFINE CAPABILITIES
THANK YOU
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